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Hello decision makers,

I am writing this email to strongly oppose the proposed extension of emergency powers until end of October.

Enough is enough. Poor management and over the top use of powers in mandating vaccines that do not work
effectively and other negative mandates on businesses and people and have caused bodily harm to so many
recipients, financial hardship, emotional hardship and so much more and this harm needs to stop now.

We now have the data by the Australian Bureau Of Statistics that has clearly revealed that over 2 years of Covid
within Australia Covid made up of less than 1% of deaths within Australia. What on earth is this Covid
Emergancy you are trying to claim? Enough!

I myself a woman 37years if age after a great deal of research refused to have the vaccine. I have had adverse
reactions to many medications in the past and knew the risk on me was far higher to have these Vaccines. My
husband stood with me and our children are all unvaxed as no child should have the Covid vax when all data
reveals they has no threat of Covid.
My family did actually catch Covid last month and I am happy to say that all of us unvaxed overcame the virus
within a couple of days with simply a few panadole and a little rest.
Further to this one of my children is immune compromised and high risk also had it and overcame it easily. At
no time was there reason to be overly concerned with the symptoms. I had researched and found vitamin C, D
and zinc was highly recommended so all year I had my immune compromised daughter on these vitamins. She
caught Covid and she like the rest of us overcame it lwithin a couple of days, by day three was back to her loud
normal childlike self. This is a joke! No lives should be forced with vaccines and mandates over this.
What is this Emergancy that you are trying to create!? The truth is more and more known now. Almost ALL
people are fine to overcome Covid without a vaccine. There is no emergency. Our Australian Statistics has also
revealed this. Of the deaths the data also reveals 97% of people who died with with Covid had other
contributing health issues. The ABS also revealed that the average age of death of these Australians that died
with Covid was OLDER than our national average age of death. This disease is not a state of Emergancy!

Enough lives have been destroyed due to the mismanagement and abuse of powers. Time to stop! Australia
needs to get back on its feet. Stop abusing people.
More and more people have now become aware of how unthreatening Covid is and now more and more people
have come into contact with people that have experienced health troubles from the vaccines. It’s time for you all
to do the right thing and release the people of Australia back to normality. Enough damage has already
beenmissmanagement done it’s time to stop with the mismanagement and abuse of power. This is NOT a state
of emergency.

Best Regards

Lydia

Sent from my iPhone
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